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Description
Interventional radiology is a clinical subspecialty that performs 
different insignificantly intrusive methods utilizing clinical imaging 
direction, like x-beam fluoroscopy, computed tomography, 
magnetic resonance imaging, or ultrasound. IR performs both 
indicative and remedial methodology through tiny entry points 
or body holes. Indicative IR systems are those expected to assist 
with making a conclusion or guide further clinical treatment, and 
incorporate picture directed biopsy of a tumor or infusion of an 
imaging contrast specialist into an empty construction, like a vein 
or a duct. On the other hand, helpful IR strategies give direct 
therapy they incorporate catheter-based medication conveyance, 
clinical gadget position, and angioplasty of limited constructions.

Also referred as a picture directed operation to treat and analyse 
sicknesses utilizing insignificant intrusive interaction and treat 
target specific repair. It is a cutting edge innovation where we can 
supplant open surgeries and blood pump surgeries. This interaction 
is prominently called as bloodless medication. Interventional 
radiology also includes various subdivisions like cardio-vascular 
imaging, oncologic interventional radiology, abdominal 
interventional radiology, ultrasound, MRI imaging, sonography, 
pediatric radiology, musculoskeletal radiology, metallic stents, 
renal intervention, angiography, neurointerventions, and CT 
fluoroscopy.

The present volume 3, issue 1 various aspects were discussed by 
the authors from magnetic resonance guided high intensity. In 
the research article entitled” Magnetic Resonance Guided High 
Intensity Focused Ultrasound (MrgHIFU) for Treating Recurrent 
Gynaecological Tumours: Effect of Pre-Focal Tissue Characteristics 
on Target Heating”. Dr. Sharon L Giles and co-authors explained 
regarding to investigate temperature changes at the focus with 
various pre-focal fat/muscle tissues in both an experimental set-
up and in patients treated with magnetic Resonance guided High 
Intensity Focused Ultrasound. And the methods using in this 
procedure are this examination utilized a Sonalleve HIFU gadget 
(Profound Medical, Ontario, Canada), coordinated with a 3T 
Achieva MR scanner (Philips, Best, The Netherlands).

Pre-focal tissue distributions in 3 scenarios seen clinically were 
simulated experimentally. Tissue-mimicking materials were 
selected for having clinically representative acoustic properties 
equivalent to fat and muscle, but were each water based to 

allow MR-based temperature measurements within them 
using a Proton Resonance Frequency Shift (PRFS) thermometry 

described about  Vaping prompted ARDS is a serious type of lung 
injury that addresses the complication of vaping use in any case 
solid people with respiratory manifestations. The role of imaging 
with respect to the diagnosis of ARDS has historically been 
considered supportive rather than diagnostic with emphasis 
instead placed on specific laboratory and clinical findings.

Author also explained about case presentation of late phase 
Acute Respiratory Distress Syndrome (ARDS) with nondependent 
ground glass opacification. By identifying and corrolating 
respiratory side effects with particular CT image findings in 
patients who vape, early intervention might be started trying to 

Finally author concluded that the late phase is typically variable 
and can demonstrate nondependent ground glass opacification as 
opposed to the aforementioned early phase dependent changes. 
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In the Short Correspondence article, Dr. Nicole Marie Sakla briefly 




